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From the Ted Talk, we saw during the class time by Stefan Sagmeister. I found out a lot
of important things about design. Stefan Sagmeister said in the ted talk that the ads on the street
will affect his mood if it was bad he will feel sadness. he very likes the billboard which made
him feel happy every time he walks there and hopes to have work and can see it every day. He
found that on his list about half of the things on the list relate to the design. In my life, there is
also a lot of things that make me happy.

There is a lot of ways that can make me feel happy. First, the easiest way that can make
me happy is eating. I like to eat a lot of delicious food. especially the dessert. It was sweet and
have a lot of different flavors, styles, and products. Match, chocolate, vanilla, mango,
strawberry...etc. every time when I eat the sweet food I will feel happiness. So every time when I
was upset I will eat some sweet things like ice cream. Let me feel that life is not so hard. It is like
the charger for me when the battery of happiness was empty sweet will charge and charging.

The second thing that can make me feel happy is cute and pretty things. Like dolls,
dresses, shoes...etc. when I was upset and seeing these cute things I will feel my mood has
become batter, and forget the thing that makes me sad. if the design is cute, of course, it will

make me feel good. However, if it is designed so ugly or scary, it will make me feel terrible and
mood down.

Third, I will feel happy when I found something that I want to find for a long time. For
example, today I found 6 Disney princess drawings with princess dress up with my countries’
traditional costume. The people who drew these drew the princess’s original dress to become
Hanfu. I want to have these styles drawing for a portrait for a long time and someone drew it out.
I and my friend can change our portrait on Wechat for the same style in a group.

In general, all the things that make me happy in my life has connected to design and
drawing. That tells us that everything is connected together in some way. Everyone likes good
and perfect design. And no one will like the design that has no sense of design and uncreative.

